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Living 
Systems 
Curriculum 

“In a living system, parts are 
defined not in isolation from one 
another but in terms of their 
relations with each other and with 
the system as a whole.”

                              William Doll 



“A child’s future is taken into account by creating an 
environment where babies and toddlers meet that 
future by gaining confidence in the present.  That 
present is one where the small child can master his 
environment with his own available skills, intellect, 
intuition, power, making decisions, experiencing 
consequences- having time to reflect and to learn.  
The child becomes self-reliant and other-aware... 
Other than life/death situations, each time we take 
away the small child’s solutions, we erode his creative 
spirit and self-confidence.”  Janet Lederman  
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LIVING SYSTEMS 

S o n o m a  S t a t e  
University Children’s 
School is not the first 
school to focus on 
what we refer to as 
“ E n v i r o n m e n t a l  
Education.” We are not 
the f i rs t  school  to  
p l a n t ,  g r o w  a n d  
harvest crops. We are 
not the first school to 
spend as much time as 
we can outside in the 
natural world and raise 
chickens and rabbits 
and worms.  

What we do is to make 
sure that we are aware 
of the cycles of nature 
throughout the year. 
We bring awareness to 
t h e  p a t t e r n s  a n d  
rhythms of the earth. 
We bring awareness to 
our relationships with 
individuals, families, 
and community. We 
bring awareness to 
how we are related to 
soil, water, air, and 
sun. 
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spring 
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summer 
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The development of the Children’s School’s 
philosophy and pedagogy has been a journey of 
creating ways for developmentally appropriate 
practice to meet how to teach and learn about 
sustainability. We’re calling it Re-Rooting Education 
through a Living Systems Curriculum Framework for 
Early Education. 
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LIVING SYSTEMS 
BASICS 

I n o rde r f o r ch i l d ren to 
internalize their place in the 
world community and on earth, 
their experiences must begin 
with focusing on their own 
rhythms and internal drives.  


Children learn to recognize 
when they are hungry, tired and 
need to use the bathroom.  At 
various ages in the early years, 
children begin taking care of 
themselves by eating nutritious 
meals, taking care of personal 
hygiene such a brushing teeth 
and washing hands and getting 
needed rest to be ready to fully 
engage in their play as they 
explore and master. They gain 
“physiological literacy.” 


Children’s curiosity leads them 
to consider how other living 
beings respond in the world. 

For the very young child, engagement in the natural 
world provides concrete opportunities to observe, 
touch, and investigate many different aspects of 
different types of living systems. For example, finding 
a slug eating one of the plants in our outdoor 
environment. The slug is moved to a large rock. The 
children observe as the slug begins to stretch out its 
body and begin to slide over the surface of  the rock.  
The next time, a slug is spotted, the children will 
watch closely as the creature moves over the surface 
of a plant. Another slug is uncovered when a rock is 
turned over and the children watch how it moves 
when exposed to the light. The children may begin to 
add to their understanding of their world that slugs are 
a part of the world we live in. They eat plants, they 
move slowly, and they hide in cool places.  
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LEARNING 
ABOUT OTHERS  

Taking care of the 
o t h e r m e a n s 
showing empathy to 
children who are 
u p s e t o r h u r t , 
inviting children to 
join in constructive 
play, and engaging 
in small and large 
group activities with 
a des i re to co -
c r e a t e t h e o r i e s 
about the way the 
world works. The 
day is filled with 
practice learning 
a b o u t m u l t i p l e 
perspectives and 
t h e d e m o c r a t i c 
p r o c e s s . D e e p 
bonds are made 
with the adults who 
in turn support a 
climate of emotional 
literacy. 
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  THE ENVIRONMENT 
Taking care of the environment is supporting the health and vitality of the living systems that 
live in it.  Participating in much of the daily maintenance of the classroom, cleaning up toys 
and activities, and caring for the outdoor gardens- pulling weeds, watering plants, harvesting 
fruits and veggies that are ready to eat, and planting new seeds…gaining ecological literacy. 
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CHILD FAMILIES CLASSROOM 
COMMUNITY 

SCHOOL 
COMMUNITY 

CAMPUS 
COMMUNITY 

EARTH 

FOCUS ON:
 
Individual 

child’s 
growth and 

development 
in the 

physical 
social 

emotional 
and 


cognitive 
domains 

FOCUS ON: 

Recognizing 

families 

through


involvement 
traditions 
feedback 


events 

support 

FOCUS ON: 

Appropriate 
play based 
experiences 

including 
observing 
seasonal 

changes and 
emergent 

themes and 
occurrences 

FOCUS ON: 

Expanding 

awareness of 
the larger 

school 
community 
including 

caring for our 
shared school 

garden site 

FOCUS ON: 

Exploring 

resources that 
Sonoma State 

University 
campus offers 
and developing 
the concept that 
we are part of a 

larger community 

FOCUS ON: 

How the natural 
world is in the 

background of every 
decision made at 

the Children’s 
School.  Exploring 

ways to inform, 
share and motivate 
our roles in caring 

for the earth 

Curriculum is everywhere, and our 
curricular framework considers the child 
as a l iv ing and learn ing system.  
Classroom friends and teachers are 
considered as a community of other living 
systems. These systems support the 
development of each individual child’s 
social and emotional self. The whole 
schoo l , campus and sur round ing 
community and beyond are the larger and 
more complex groups of living systems 
and ecosystems that we are all connected 
to. It is a curriculum approach that is 
rooted in systems thinking and respect for 
the interrelatedness of all things. 

Over a period of time, the Children’s School staff  developed a way to organize the 
curriculum in order to teach families, staff, and visitors about the importance of our 
approach. Ultimately, the most important goal of the curriculum is to create leaders 
who have the fundamental understanding to know that we are interrelated and 
interdependent with all living systems, leaders who can hold the sacred space 
between humans and the world. As Fritjof Capra says, 


“Teaching this ecological knowledge – which may be called 'principles of ecology,' 
'principles  of sustainability,' 'principles of community,' or even the 'basic facts of life' – 

will be the most important role of education in the next century.”     


ELEMENTS OF THE LIVING SYSTEMS CURRICULUM 
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A CONCENTRIC LOOK AT OUR MODEL 
With any system, the whole is different from the sum of the individual parts. By 
shifting focus from the parts to the whole, we can better grasp the connections 
between the different elements. Instead of offering children to learn about fruits and 
vegetables through books they can learn about the cycles of life by being a part of 
a community of learning about sustainable practices, and active explorations in a 
vibrant and fertile environment. 


“The things we need to do in order to maintain our ‘living system’ are learning to take care of ourselves, 
caring for each other, and caring for the environment, and this requires the re-introduction of living into 
the content of learning” ~Janet Lederman 
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The awareness, respect and responsibility for the earth is the ultimate goal of the 
Living Systems Curriculum  The goal is to teach sustainable practices and 
thinking.  The guiding principles include:


1.  Nature is our Teacher


2.  Sustainability is a community practice and depends on healthy relationships


3.  The real world is the optimal learning environment


4.  Sustainable living is rooted in a deep knowledge of place

Adapted from the work of the Center for Ecological Literacy
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Dandelion Explorations… 
June 13, 2012 

II"wonder"

what"we"

will"do"

today?""""

What’s"Scarle5"

thinking"about"

today?"

Make"a"river"to"flow"to"the"drain."

Fly"through"the"air"

on"the"belly"swing."

Put"balls"in"the"

ball"hoop."

Make"pizza"with"Tarik."

Make"cocoons"

for"caterpillars."

Drive"cars"

through"tunnels."

Curriculum"Watch:"

Chickens:""“Let"me"touch"their"feet,”"asked"Aiden"

when"we"held"the"chicks"today."

Garden:"ANcus,"Scarle5"and"Landon"helped"plant"

‘wooly"thyme’"in"the"yard."

Bu5erflies:"A"Western"Tiger"Swallowtail"flew"

through"our"yard."

Natalie'and'Ashley'found'a'
praying'man5s'outside'by'our'

fig'tree!''
Mia:'Oooh'no.'He’s'all'alone.'
He'has'no'family.'
Natalie:'Don’t'be'scared.'He’s'
very'nice.'I'think'he’s'very'
very'shy.'
Liam:'He’s'a'liEle'scary.'
Mia'He'has'feelings'like'bug.'
Chloe:'My'dad'caught'a'
praying'man5s'a'long'5me'
ago.'
Hazel:'I'never'saw'one.'I'looks'
weird.'
Amanda:'Bonito'(cute).'It’s'a'
bug,'bug'bug,'bug!'

Doo'Yeong:'Spiderman'
can'get'him.'Rarrrwer!'
Grrr!'(He'makes'a'fierce'
face)'
Evie:'Wow.'He'looks'big'
and'different'(She'makes'
a'scrunched'face).'

Liam:'Noodles.'
Hazel:'Chips.'
Mia:'Noodles.'
Kendra:'Rice.'
Evie:'Broccoli.'
Natalie:'LeEuce.'
Ava:'Chicken.'

Before&lunch,&we&asked&what&other&
ingredients&should&we&add&to&the&salsa.&

Joey:'I'like'pizza!'Pizza'can'be'in'it.'
Chloe:'Guacamole.'Avocadoes.'
Olympia:'Strawberries.'
Doo'Yeong:'Red'Sauce.'
Lili:'Tomatoes'and'pepper.'
Stelli:'Orange.'
Amanda:'Mango.'

Poppy&Explora;on&
September&18,&2012&

In'prepara5on'for'the'
Family'Fun'Fest,'the'
Poppies'took'turns'
visi5ng'the'community'
garden'to'harvest'
carrots'and'tomatoes!'
The'classrooms'are'
collabora5ng'to'make'
salsa.'

We'explored'each'part'
of'the'carrot'from'the'
root'to'the'leafy'green'
top!'The'Poppies'
washed'and'counted'
our'boun5ful'harvest!'
The'most'challenge'
idea'was'saving'the'
food'for'another'day'
rather'than'enjoying'
the'taste'in'the'
moment.'

Genevieve:'Chips.'
Sequoia:'Orange.'

We'shared'our'discovery'with'the'
Dandelions!'

DOCUMENTING LIVING SYSTEMS CURRICULUM 
Documentation is a valuable way to explain our Living Systems Curriculum outcomes. 
Activities and studies in which the children participate are documented using narratives 
and photos. This information is shared with families, visitors, and is used to train staff.  


One method of documentation 
is a “Daily Exploration.” The 
daily exploration is a record of 
t h e a c t i v i t i e s t h a t a r e 
implemented in each of the 
th ree c lass rooms a t the 
Chi ldren’s School . These 
explorations are emailed to 
families. They are often printed 
and posted for visitors and 
children to view. The daily 
explorations offer the staff an 
opportunity to reflect on each 
day, collect anecdotes for each 
child at the school, and assess 
h o w t h e e n v i ro n m e n t i s 
supporting the children. 

The age of children in the Children School’s classrooms are: Rosebud: 12 
months to 2 years; Dandelions: 2 years to 3.5 years; Poppies: 3.5 to 5 years.
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Samples of the children’s 
growth and development in 
social/ emotional, cognitive, 
and physical domains are 
collected along with examples 
of language and l i teracy 
development. In addition to 
these collected materials, each 
class adds pages to the 
portfolios to document various 
activities or themes that occur 
during the year. Often, these 
pages show examples of the 
Living Systems Curriculum.  


Painting Flowers 

Feb.%17%2012%

Fall Curriculum
October 2011 

Connecting with the Earth: 
Gardening and Harvest 

 

While digging in the dirt, the Rosebuds prepared the earth for plants. 
They explored math skills while planting bulbs such as one bulb for 
each hole. 
In the Organic Garden, the Rosebuds found zucchini and strawberries 
to taste and were even able to bring some back to cook up and share. 

Zucchini  And 
Strawberry 

Planting bulbs 
and peas. 

AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT 
he Children’s School staff create portfolios for each child annually. The goal of the 
ortfolios is to show progress, and we call it a “look at learning.”  

T
p

Dandelion Harvest 2011

There were red apples from the tree in 
our yard.  There were green apples from 
the apple orchard near the tennis courts.  
And there were apples from the trees of 
families at the school, and there were 
apples from the Rosebud's big apple tree.    

 Everybody 
likes apples.  
Some chldren 
like the apples 
cut, some like 
them whole.  
Some like the 
apples with 
skin and some 
without. 

Everyday, we had an 
"apple break" taking 
time to eat an apple or 
an Asian Pear.  We 
also made apple juice 
and applesauce cake.

Dandelion Harvest 2011

 

Rosebud Classroom

Poppy ClassroomDandelion Classroom



This document was written and created by 

Lia Thompson-Clark and Lynne Lyle
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